
Romancing the Capstone 

Models for Successful Completion of the Final Project or Thesis 
 

 
The Problem   What are the biggest issues or obstacles faced by your students when they work on their 

final projects, capstone projects or master’s theses?

 
 

Time Management.  Students juggle the demands of busy lives:  jobs, families, children, relocation, sick relatives 

“often interrupt the perfect schedule for completion carefully laid out in the proposal.”   And many students have 

difficulty setting a schedule and staying on it in the absence of a classroom structure with external deadlines. 
 

“What it generally boils down to is what one faculty member referred to as ‘intellectual immaturity—inability to commit 

to the rigors of writing a thesis.’” 

  

Preparation/Skills.  The openness of the thesis is challenging: students have trouble articulating a focus or 

systematizing thoughts. Some students lack confidence in themselves, don’t fully understand the work involved in 

a longer piece of writing, or lack more fundamental writing and/or research skills.   
 

 “Many, despite the fact that they have successfully written many class papers, have a great deal of difficulty organizing 

and producing a longer project.”  

 

 “Many do not have the tools to perform research, particularly integrative research, but they also have problems dealing 

with the IRB process and writing at the graduate level.” 

 

“It helps to recall how alien a process it was for many of us to launch into a dissertation. Some students are caught off 

guard by the scale, by the greater responsibility the writer has for shaping a project rather than responding to an 

assignment, and the higher level of expectations. Some students will simply not know what kind of beast they are facing.”  

 
Faculty Advising.  Project advisors or committee chairs are “more or less diligent in keeping the student on 

track.”  Some are unavailable; some don’t give timely or useful feedback.  Students in one online program have 

difficulty finding advisors because they do not have close relationships with faculty.    
 

“Busy faculty members who are taking on masters students out of the goodness of their hearts have difficulty staying on 

top of students to ensure steady progress…. I try to steer students toward more effective faculty members.”  

 

 
 

Preparation:  How does your program help students prepare for the project or thesis?  

 
 

Introductory or Other Academic Skills Course.  Many programs offer either an introductory course (or 

courses) or some other course focused on developing interdisciplinary grad-level academic skills useful in the 

project or thesis (e.g., research methods, writing, proposals, formulating a thesis statement, critical evaluation and 

appropriate use of sources, oral presentations, peer support). Some of these courses explicitly address the issues 

of writing the GLS project or thesis, while others don’t.  Some programs offer only workshops in academic skills. 
 

“We offer an interdisciplinary research methods course that covers integrative methods, requires writing a formal project 

or thesis proposal and takes students through the IRB process….  We are considering making it a requirement.” 

 

“Every fall and spring, our writing consultant puts on workshops dealing with citation of sources, and finding critical voice.” 
 

    “We have an introductory course required of all MLS students and typically we spend one day in the course discussing the 

thesis project, thesis options, and reviewing previous projects…. We go out to the shelf where the thesis projects are 
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shelved and each student picks one they are intrigued by and then we go back to the room and talk about the projects 

they picked. This is a relatively new addition to the course, so I have no idea of its impact – but anecdotally it decreases 

anxiety about the thesis project.” 

 

Pre-project course or workshop.  In some programs, the project or thesis is a two-semester endeavor in which 

the student spends the first semester focusing on researching and writing a good proposal, and perhaps outlining 

the project/thesis.  Most programs instead offer a preparatory workshop (or workshop series) for students in the 

proposal stage that reviews requirements, offers advice on fulfilling them, and helps students focus their ideas.  
 

“The Final Project Forum… is a general panel discussion by Final Project instructors and students who have completed the 

program offering tips and expectations, and time for students to ask questions.” 
 

Workshop goals: “Help them find a thesis advisor, help them (and they help each other) narrow their topics and formulate 

a thesis statement or question, review procedure for filing the proposal and the thesis, acquaint them with what happens 

in the oral defense, offer examples of proposals and theses, etc. Review library resources. Try to allay anxiety.” 

 
Formal project proposal with specific requirements.  Most if not all programs require a formal thesis or 

project proposal which is reviewed by the advisor and/or committee who can ask for revisions.   Many proposal 

formats specify features such as a central question, thesis or statement of method.  Some programs also require 

students to submit a bibliography, outline, writing plan and/or degree completion plan in order to register.  
 

“The proposal contains a thesis statement or question, statement of how their thesis will contribute to the existing 

scholarship on their topic, review of literature, method, timeline, probable table of contents, and annotated bibliography.” 

 

“We require students to write an extensive prospectus outlining their thesis topic and argument, which has to be approved 

by their thesis committee and defended in front of the Humanities Program Committee.” 
 

“Students are required to submit a Degree Plan which lists all coursework completed so far, and all coursework planned up 

through the final project seminar…. Both documents [proposal and degree plan] need to be reviewed and approved by an 

advisor of the student’s choosing – someone who will help them shape the project as they go, and this is the person who 

will read final drafts along with the final project instructor.“ 

 

 
 

Support:  How does your program support students working on their projects or theses?    

 

Clear Project Requirements.  “We provide... a very detailed manual that covers all the steps of prep. of proposal and the 

manuscript, turn-in and approval procedures, copies of all forms involved, FAQ's, etc.”  

 

Project Options.  “We have 5 different thesis project options – to try to provide the best fit for the students.” 

  

Project Seminar.   In some programs, all students who are working on projects/theses under their individual 

advisors meet regularly as a class with a faculty facilitator, who is supplemented by experts such as writing 

consultants or library research staff.  Such classes can include peer reading, reading groups and oral presentations.    
 

 “The Final Project seminar offers a cohort experience – all students who are in that seminar are working toward 

completion in that term.” 

 

Project Colloquium.  Some programs without regular seminars offer a colloquium for project/thesis students 

that meets 1-3 times a semester.  
 

“The purpose is to give [thesis students] a chance to practice presenting their thesis and to give the audience a chance to 

see what a thesis project is like and learn from the experiences of the other students (what they would have done 

differently and other advice). Students at the beginning of the thesis stage report that these colloquia are very helpful.” 
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“Explaining it to others who are not in the same field can help students explain it to themselves and their committee.” 

 

Student Work Groups.  Some programs facilitate student project/thesis research and writing groups.   
 

“It meets once a month – on campus or in a restaurant – and students share their progress on their projects with the 

group, share text for peer review, share ideas/problems, etc. It gives them another group to be responsible to (besides 

their committee) and a group that is less forbidding (peers). As director I ‘chair’ the writing group meetings and apply my 

skills in goal and deadline setting. Not all students who are eligible attend the meetings, but the ones who do appreciate 

the camaraderie…. In addition, the regular attendees have made great progress toward finishing their thesis projects.” 
 

From a different program: “Group ‘work’ sessions that students themselves organize. They meet at appointed times to 

work together, hoping to inspire each other. They seem to meet regularly, but nothing gets produced.” 

 

Writing Assistance.  Many programs offer the help of a graduate-level writing lab, an in-house writing consultant 

and/or a writing workshop during the project/thesis semester.   

 

Other Strategies for Support.   One program requires oral presentations in every class, with peer responses. 

“Each class has a ‘mini conference’ at the end to give students the sense of writing for a larger audience and to get 

feedback on their work. (This has helped to pique student interest in presenting at conferences).”  

 

One program tried “Brown Bag” lunches to encourage students, give them a chance to express their frustrations 

and get help from the 3-4 faculty in attendance, but students “don’t show any benefit at all from these meetings.” 

 

We Could Do More:  “We are lacking, however, in regular support for the student after the defense is passed.” 

 

 
 

Alternatives:  What are alternatives to the capstone project, final project or thesis?   

 

“Students have a choice of doing a 30 unit degree with a project/thesis or a 33 unit degree without a culminating 

project/thesis.  The students that opt for doing a culminating project/thesis are generally successful as they are 

usually our better students.  If a student cannot finish the project/thesis, we let them turn their work into some 

papers for an independent study and then take one extra class for the 33 unit degree.”  

The project “was such a huge problem for us” in terms of graduation rates “that we moved to offering an MA 

exam course in lieu of the project--  the result? We matriculated 22 MALAS students @ last May's 

commencement.”  
 

“Our program offers a second track with a non-thesis capstone in which students each choose one public issue to study and 

write about. They write well-informed pieces in several genres associated with active citizenship, such as op-ed, blog, and 

public radio commentary. The last weeks of the course have a writing workshop structure, and at the end each student 

hands in a thoroughly revised portfolio of research-based pieces on the issue he or she has chosen.” 

 

 
 

Effectiveness.    How successful are your methods of preparation and support?  

 
 

“I would say that our methods have been successful. The projects have been varied and vibrant, reflective of quite 

serious, sustained work (in both research projects and in creative projects). By the end of the two-course 

sequence (almost a full year), there has been a strong consensus (among graduating students, advising faculty and 

core program faculty, and audience members at presentations) that very high-level work has been achieved by the 

majority of the students.” 
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“We have initiated a number of initiatives to help our students move along and finish—all with mixed results and 

limited success.” 
 

“Since the introduction of the Interdisciplinary Research Methods course three years ago, students report less 

frustration with the thesis and project requirements.  Faculty who advise MLS students report improvements in 

student preparedness for projects and theses, but they would also like to develop a workshop to support students 

currently working on their theses (in particular) and projects.” 

 

“With the extra TLC of the thesis proposal course and the writing group, [more] are finishing in a timely fashion.”  

 

“It seems that though we try to help/nudge/push students from the start of their programs to the project, there 

are always students who are struggling.  Frankly, even those that were extremely prepared had some tense 

moments in the last term.” 
 

“MLS student compliance with IRB requirements has increased substantially in the past three years….  Finally, we 

have had about a 70 percent increase in project/thesis completion and graduation rates. We have also had a large 

increase in students who left the program readmitting to complete the degree.” 

 

“Requiring a Writing Plan and strongly encouraging a draft of the project/thesis has helped immensely with 

completion rates in our Final Project seminar. Many students still struggle to complete, and it becomes a very 

tense term, but most students finish in the term.” 

 

 
 

Challenges.   What are the institutional constraints on GLS preparation and support? 

 
 

“We have also tried to make sure that faculty service on the thesis committee is integral to the campus culture: we 

massaged the budget to provide a small monetary award for faculty who serve on committees ($300 in a research 

account), made sure that service on a committee was included as an example of demonstrating teaching excellence 

in the promotion and tenure guidelines and in the guidelines for teaching awards. We have tried to procure more 

support for faculty chairing thesis committees (e.g., chair 3 committees and then get release-time from one course), 

but the current budget climate makes that a difficult sell.” 

 

“It must be noted, however, that this model—now that our program is growing so quickly—is proving very 

challenging to sustain. It worked well when the capstone project cohort numbered 6 to 8 students. But in the last 

two years, the cohorts have been twice that size, which is proving too great a burden upon the instructor, the 

students and content advisors. Because of this, we are looking into other options.” 
 

“Unfortunately, most of the improvements in the program are based on a small number of people making large 

efforts and are not institutionalized. We would benefit from faculty being more receptive to working with online 

students and from the College of Graduate Studies making filing forms easier for online students. We also need to 

focus more on developing writing skills earlier in the program.”  

 

“We have a classic university problem—good faculty find a way to help struggling students get through, but their 

efforts aren’t built into the structure of the program, and those faculty members eventually burn out or move on 

to other things in their career. Or there aren’t enough of them to go around in the first place.” 

 

“Many faculty are not familiar with the IRB process so I help most of our students whose projects need human 

subjects review to write the protocol application…. I also help students locate appropriate faculty advisers and 

committee members, help with data collection, literature reviews and other problems that may arise while 

working on the project or thesis.” 

 


